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Despite recent advances in our understanding of diverse aspects of virus evolution, particularly on the epidemiological scale, revealing the ultimate origins of viruses has proven to be a more intractable problem. Herein, I review some current ideas on the evolutionary origins of viruses and assess how well these theories accord with what we know about the evolution of contemporary viruses. I note the growing evidence for the theory that viruses arose before the last universal cellular ancestor (LUCA). This ancient origin theory is supported by the presence of capsid architectures that are conserved among diverse RNA and DNA viruses and by the strongly inverse relationship between genome size and mutation rate across all replication systems, such that pre-LUCA genomes were probably both small and highly error prone and hence RNA virus-like. I also highlight the advances that are needed to come to a better understanding of virus origins, most notably the ability to accurately infer deep evolutionary history from the phylogenetic analysis of conserved protein structures.

As has been true for many years, the central debating point in discussions of the origin of viruses is whether they are ancient, first appearing before the last universal cellular ancestor (LUCA), or evolved more recently, such that their ancestry lies with genes that “escaped” from the genomes of their cellular host organisms and subsequently evolved independent replication. The escaped gene theory has traditionally dominated thinking on viral origins (reviewed in reference 37), in large part because viruses are parasitic on cells now and it has been argued that this must have always been the case. However, there is no gene shared by all viruses, and recent data are providing increasingly strong support for a far more ancient origin. Herein, I briefly review some contemporary ideas on the origins of viruses and assess how well they accord with available data. Although there have been a number of important reviews of virus origins published in recent years (14, 15, 24, 26), which interested readers should consult for more detailed discussions of individual theories, I will take a rather different perspective. First, while most research on viral origins has focused on DNA viruses, in which the phylogenetic links between viral and cellular genes are rather easier to discern, I will direct most of my attention to RNA viruses. Second, while a frequent theme in discussions of viral origins is whether they are ancient, first appearing before the last universal cellular ancestor (LUCA), or evolved more recently, such that their ancestry lies with genes that “escaped” from the genomes of their cellular host organisms and subsequently evolved independent replication. The escaped gene theory has traditionally dominated thinking on viral origins (reviewed in reference 37), in large part because viruses are parasitic on cells now and it has been argued that this must have always been the case. However, there is no gene shared by all viruses, and recent data are providing increasingly strong support for a far more ancient origin. Herein, I briefly review some contemporary ideas on the origins of viruses and assess how well they accord with available data. Although there have been a number of important reviews of virus origins published in recent years (14, 15, 24, 26), which interested readers should consult for more detailed discussions of individual theories, I will take a rather different perspective. First, while most research on viral origins has focused on DNA viruses, in which the phylogenetic links between viral and cellular genes are rather easier to discern, I will direct most of my attention to RNA viruses. Second, while a frequent theme in discussions of viral origins has been to list the phenotypic similarities, and presumably homologies, between diverse types of viruses, it is my strong contention that an understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of viral evolution, particularly the error-prone nature of RNA-based replication and what this means for the evolution of genome size and complexity, can also shed light on the ancestry of viruses. Indeed, most studies of viral origins have deemphasized the processes that govern the evolution of contemporary viruses. Finally, I will outline a number of the research themes that might reasonably provide important new data on the complex issue of virus origins.

RECENT DATA ON VIRAL ORIGINS

Studies of viral origins have been re-energized by two remarkable observations made in the last dozen years: the discovery and genome sequencing of the giant amoebal mimivirus (32, 42) and the growing number of reports of apparent homology between the capsid architectures of viruses that possess no primary sequence similarity (2, 4, 29).

The discovery of mimivirus has undoubtedly had a major impact on theories of viral origins, including our notion of how a virus might be defined (7). While phylogenetic analysis indicates that a small proportion (<1%) of the gene content of mimivirus is of host origin, an idea which has been used to bolster theories that viruses exist primarily as “gene robbers” that evolved after cellular species (35, 36), many more genes (at least 25%) clearly link mimivirus to other large double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) viruses (22, 23), particularly those of the nucleocytoplasmic large DNA virus (NCLDV) lineage that comprises asfarviruses, ascoviruses, iridoviruses, phycodnaviruses, and poxviruses, as well as the recently discovered Mareseille virus that infects the same amoebal host as mimivirus (22, 51). More striking is that most (~70% at the time of writing) mimivirus genes have no known homologs, in either virus or cellular genomes, so that their origins are unknown (12), although the data currently available suggest that they are unlikely to come from the amoebal host genome (42). More importantly, the discovery of mimivirus highlights our profound ignorance of the virosphere. It is therefore a truism that a wider sampling of viruses in nature is likely to tell us a great deal more about viral origins.
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Although perhaps less lauded, the discovery of conserved protein structures among diverse viruses with little if any primary sequence similarity has even grander implications for our understanding of viral origins. This deep structural similarity is beautifully illustrated by the jelly-roll capsid, a tightly structured protein barrel that represents the major capsid subunit of virions with an icosahedral structure (8, 43). The jelly-roll capsid is highly conserved, and this conservation extends to both RNA and DNA viruses, including such viruses as picornaviruses (single-stranded, positive-sense RNA [ssRNA+]), birnaviruses (dsRNA), herpesviruses (dsDNA), and some DNA phages, making a strong argument for their ancient common ancestry. Other highly conserved capsid architectures include the “PRD1-adenovirus lineage,” characterized by a double β-barrel fold which is found in dsDNA viruses as diverse as phage PRD1 and human adenovirus, as well as a variety of archaeal viruses (3, 4, 29), the HK97-like lineage, which encompasses tail dsDNA viruses that infect bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes, and the BTV-like lineage which is found in a number of dsRNA viruses, including members of the Reoviridae and Totiviridae (2). More recently, a common virion architecture has been proposed for some viruses that do not possess an icosahedral capsid, including the archaean virus Halorubrum pleomorphic virus 1 (HRPV-1) (38).

Because of their remarkable conservation, it has been claimed that these conserved structures signify the existence of distinct “lineages” of virion architectures with ancestries dating back to a precellular world (1, 30), although the evolutionary relationships between these lineages is far less clear. While the deep common ancestry of viruses infecting hosts from the different domains of life is not in itself conclusive proof of a pre-LUCA origin, particularly as cross-species transmission is a very common mode of virus evolution, it at least greatly reduces the number of possible gene escape events required to explain the diversity of extant viruses and pushes any such escape events far back into evolutionary time. This uncertainty notwithstanding, it is clear that analyses of similarities in virion structure should be extended to as many different types of viruses as possible. Outside of the virion, it is notable that a palm subdomain protein structure, which is comprised of a four-stranded antiparallel β-sheet and two α-helices, is conserved among some RNA-dependent and DNA-dependent polymerases, again suggesting that it is of ancient origin (17), while the presence of a superfamily 3 helicase also links diverse RNA and DNA viruses (26).

Despite the growing evidence for highly conserved protein structures and its indications of ancient common ancestry, proponents of the escaped gene theory counter that these similarities could have arisen more recently due to either strong convergent evolution and/or lateral gene transfer (LGT) (36). It is right to think that convergent evolution may be commonplace in viral capsids that are likely subject to strong selection pressure to be small. Indeed, convergent evolution between divergent protein structures in viruses has previously been noted (19), and convergence is rampant in some other systems, with C₄ photosynthesis a notable case in point (44). Although the lack of a definitive phylogenetic tree of all viruses makes it impossible to conclusively rule out convergent evolution as an explanation for the similarity between the capsid structures of highly divergent viruses, two further observations strongly argue against this process: first, these structures occur across a broad range of viral taxa, thereby necessitating multiple convergent events, and the more convergence needs to be invoked, the less likely it becomes; second, virion architectures form a variety of different structures (the “lineages” noted above), whereas selectively driven convergence might be expected to result in a single favorable capsid structure.

I believe that frequent LGT is similarly unlikely. In particular, LGT appears to be rare among RNA viruses, with only a few examples documented to date (21). This is to be expected, given the major selective constraints against large genome size in these organisms; increasing genome size through LGT would in turn result in an elevated number of deleterious mutations per replication and, hence, major fitness losses. Indeed, while large dsDNA organisms utilize gene duplication (common in eukaryotes) and/or LGT (common in bacteria) to create evolutionary novelty (46), these two processes seem to occur only sporadically in RNA viruses (21). Although LGT would not result in an increased genome size if there was a direct gene replacement, any such replacement event would have to occur precisely at a gene boundary; otherwise, it would likely result in a deleterious genotype. Given that the earliest replicating RNA molecules almost certainly possessed higher error rates than those of contemporary RNA viruses, which would have imposed major constraints on their genome size (see below), it seems unlikely that LGT was so widespread as to disperse common protein structures among RNA viruses or between RNA and DNA viruses. As such, the most plausible scenario from the available data is that the deep similarities in capsid structure among viruses are indeed indicative of an ancient common ancestry.

Quite what the world where these ancient virus-like replicators resided looked like is open to debate, and there are a number of rather different versions of the pre-LUCA theory. One important idea is that there was an “ancient virus world” of primordial replicators that existed before any cellular organisms and that both RNA (first) and DNA (later) viruses originated at this time, donating some features to the first cellular organisms (24, 26). The obligatory parasitic behavior of contemporary viruses therefore represents a more recent adaptation. A competing theory is that RNA cells existed before the LUCA and that RNA viruses were parasites on these RNA cells that later evolved DNA as a way of escaping host cell responses (13, 14). As such, viruses were responsible for one of the major innovations in evolutionary history. Given that we are attempting to reconstruct events that happened billions of years ago, such that the trace of common ancestry has all but disappeared, it is always going to be extremely challenging to choose between theories of pre-LUCA life. Indeed, it is patently easier to create theories for viral origins than to test them. These fundamental limitations notwithstanding, I believe Koonin’s argument that a “precellular stage of evolution must have involved genetic elements of virus-like size and complexity” is a compelling one (27). Indeed, as I will argue below, a consideration of how RNA viruses evolve today strongly suggests that the earliest replicating molecules shared some clear similarities with viruses.

Despite the mounting evidence for an ancestry of viruses that predates the LUCA, it is important to keep in mind that this does mean that, on occasion, new viruses can be created.
through gene escape events that must have happened far more recently. This point is dramatically illustrated by human hepatitis delta virus (HDV), which has been shown to contain a ribozyme sequence that is closely related to the CPEB3 ribozyme present in a human intron (45). As HDV is found only in humans and requires human hepatitis B virus to replicate, this discovery represents powerful evidence that the origin of HDV lies with the human transcriptome rather than with a pre-LUCA world. I doubt that this will be the last documentation of viral origin through host gene escape.

**ERROR RATES AND VIRAL ORIGINS**

One of the most profound observations made in evolutionary genetics in recent years is that there is a strongly inverse relationship between mutation rate per genome replication and genome size (16; Fig. 1). Hence, the highest error rates per nucleotide of any system are reported for the tiny viroids (<400 nucleotides [nt] in length) that possess hammerhead ribozymes (16), while mutation rates that are orders of magnitude lower are observed for bacteria and eukaryotes (10, 16). This association between error rate and genome size is remarkable for two reasons. First, it covers mutation rates and genome sizes that vary over some eight orders of magnitude. Aside from the allometric relationship between body size and metabolic rate (20), associations of this scale are few and far between in nature. Second, there is a marked absence of data points in which mutation rates are overly high or abnormally low for a specific genome size, strongly suggesting that mutation rate is a trait optimized by opposing selection pressures (Fig. 1). Mutation rates that are too high are likely to be selected against because they produce an excessively high number of deleterious mutations per replication and therefore result in fitness losses, while mutation rates that are too low either reduce the rate of adaptive evolution (5) or are subject to a physiological cost on increased fidelity that prevents the evolution of a zero mutation rate (47).

Because the first replicating systems were likely composed of RNA, a hypothesis greatly strengthened by the recent demonstration of how RNA might be effectively synthesized in a prebiotic atmosphere (40), they would have been both very small and highly error-prone. Therefore, any increase in genome size and complexity must have required either a reduction in error rate or a buffering against the effect of deleterious mutations (i.e., mutational robustness), perhaps in the form of complex secondary structures that increase neutral space (31). Crucially, that RNA viruses are still very much at the mercy of their mutation rates, because artificially increasing error rates through the application of chemical mutagens frequently induces fitness losses (9), also suggests that they evolved from primitive RNA replicators that never possessed error correction, rather than from higher-fidelity cellular polymerases that then evolved to become more error-prone. To put it another way, because of the huge fitness costs that are associated with producing genomes that are overly long (i.e., an increased mutational load), it seems untenable that a high-fidelity DNA replication system in which a wide array of genome sizes are permitted could give rise to an RNA-replicating organism that is strongly genome size limited and so susceptible to major fitness losses. Indeed, the trend depicted in Fig. 1 suggests that error rates have been progressively reduced over evolutionary time. In this case, simplicity really does seem to imply antiquity.

That DNA virus genomes are usually far larger than those of RNA viruses is also commonly cited as the reason underlying the evolution of DNA from RNA; DNA has an intrinsically higher replication fidelity, which in turn allows genomes to increase in size and hence complexity (33). However, as Forterre has pointed out, an increase in complexity/stability is unlikely to result in a sufficiently large individual fitness benefit to favor the evolution of DNA over RNA (13). In addition, an analysis of the relationship between error rate and genome size also reveals that it is only dsDNA organisms that have markedly reduced error rates (and large genomes) compared to those for RNA-based organisms (Fig. 1). Indeed, one of the most important conclusions arising from studies of viral evolution in recent years is that many ssDNA viruses evolve at rates broadly similar to those for RNA viruses, and similarly possess very small genomes (11). Hence, it was not simply the invention of DNA but rather the invention of dsDNA that facilitated the evolution of complexity. Here, again, mimivirus may be of great importance. Because mimivirus possesses a genome that is far larger than those of other dsDNA viruses (and similar to those of some bacterial species), it is also predicted to have the lowest mutation rate yet recorded for a virus.

**HOW DO WE IMPROVE OUR UNDERSTANDING OF VIRAL ORIGINS?**

Despite the sea change in our views of viral origins, with a pre-LUCA ancestry looking increasing likely, it is clear that we are still a long way from understanding this critical moment in the history of life on earth. I believe that two major research themes will have a major effect on studies of virus origins. First, and most obviously, it is clear that we need far more studies of viral biodiversity, with a particular focus on environments and potential hosts that have been only poorly sampled to date. As
viruses are the most abundant source of nucleic acid on earth, with every cellular organism likely to be infected by multiple viruses, our sample of current viral biodiversity is by definition miniscule. Despite the remarkable advances in metagenomic surveys of viral biodiversity (48) and what the results might mean for viral origins (28), a more detailed exploration of the virosphere should undoubtedly be a research priority. As the discovery of mimivirus fundamentally changed our understanding of virus definitions and origins, so it is the case that the discovery of new viruses will continue to do much the same in the future. As a specific case in point, despite the growing catalog of DNA viruses from Archaea (41), including those with ssDNA genomes (38), to date no RNA viruses have been described from this major domain of life. Determining whether the current absence of RNA viruses from the archaea is due to (i) insufficiently intensive sampling, (ii) RNA viruses having never existed in these organisms, or (iii) Archaea having evolved mechanisms that are strongly efficient at eliminating RNA viruses is therefore central to studies of viral origins. Only a massively increased sampling will tell.

The second major advance needed is in the area of phylogenetics, particularly with respect to RNA viruses, for which evolutionary history has been especially difficult to resolve. For a while, the phylogenetic analysis of specific virus proteins reasonably appeared to hold the key to revealing the deep evolutionary relationships of RNA viruses (25, 39). Indeed, it might seem a relatively straightforward task to take a set of sequences from a gene of known homology, such as the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase that characterizes all RNA viruses, align them, and then infer an evolutionary tree, or even a more complex network-like structure, using the suite of phylogenetic methods now available. However, the reality of the matter is that the amino acid sequences of RNA viruses assigned to different families are often so divergent that the standard methods of multiple sequence alignment followed by phylogenetic inference are unable to recover a reliable panoramic phylogeny encompassing all RNA viruses. More starkly, viruses assigned to different families of RNA viruses often possess no more sequence similarity than expected by chance alone (52). Inferring robust phylogenetic trees based on these sequence data alone is evidently a fruitless exercise. A lack of sequence similarity at the interfamily level will also make it difficult to distinguish a specific mode of evolutionary change, such as the explosive radiation of lineages leading to different viral families, from a lack of phylogenetic resolution at the root of a viral tree that is an inevitable outcome of extreme levels of sequence divergence (28).

Although it likely that all studies of deep virus phylogeny are likely to be highly challenging at best, a number of specific improvements are possible. One idea is to use aspects of genome organization, such as gene content and/or gene order, as a phylogenetic trait. However, while these traits may be useful in identifying clusters of related RNA viruses, such as the picorna-like viruses (28), or in providing insights into the evolution of some groups of large dsDNA viruses where there are a sufficient number of changes to undertake a meaningful phylogenetic analysis (34), the diverse array of genome organizations used by viruses make it untenable on a large scale. A more practical approach may therefore be to undertake “alignment-free” analyses of evolutionary history. A variety of methods have been developed in this area (6, 50), often making use of phylogenetic profiles, in which each entry in a vector quantifies the alignment between a specific target sequence and a knowledge base position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) (18). To date, the results of analyses using these methods have been encouraging, and they do at least as good a job as standard phylogenetic methods based on multiple sequence alignment in revealing key aspects of evolutionary history (6). However, whether they can provide new insights into systems as diverse as different families of RNA viruses, for which multiple sequence alignments fail completely, is another question entirely. Indeed, it is notable that all alignment-free methods currently deal with data sets for which multiple sequence alignment is still viable to some extent.

An additional and potentially even more powerful approach to reconstructing deep evolutionary history is to use features of protein structure, particularly in cases where primary sequence similarity is absent altogether. Indeed, this may be the only practical way to glean new information on the origins of viruses in the face of extreme diversity in primary sequence data and genome organization. In its simplest guise, this can simply mean using protein structures as a guide for amino acid sequence alignment, as has been attempted for some analyses of diverse RNA viruses (49). However, although useful, this approach will clearly be unable to remove all the phylogenetic noise caused by multiple substitutions at single-amino-acid sites that plague comparisons between very highly divergent sequences.

A more profitable approach would therefore be to code aspects of protein structure as phylogenetic characters. Although there has been some attempt to infer phylogenies using elements of protein structure (2), these methods are still in their infancy and hence provide little phylogenetic precision at present. Simple methods could be based on clustering metrics employing some measure of structural distance or scoring binary differences between structures and then inferring their relationships using a parsimony procedure. However, it is clear that in order to make more robust insights, we will ultimately require far more advanced approaches, ideally incorporating a fully probabilistic model of protein structure evolution, although this represents a major technical challenge and may first require the ability to accurately infer protein structure from primary sequence. Despite the scale of this problem, I believe that the time to invest in this project is now. The development of phylogenetic methods of this kind not only will greatly assist in studies of viral origins but also will directly benefit any research program that is based on characterizing the deep relationships among organisms or proteins and where primary sequence similarity has been lost in evolutionary time.
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